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Attempt any two parts of the following:. (10x2=20)

(a) Draw the circui.t diagram of NMOS NOR gate and explain

operation. Why power dissipation in an NMOS NAND

e is lower than that of NMOS NOR gate ? Explain.

(b) Sim. ify the given function using tabular method

F (A,B C,D, E, F, G)=L(20,28,38,39,52,60,102,103,127).

- implement the simplified function using basic gates.

(c) Simplify the given function using Karnough Map:

F (A, B, C, D) = L (0, 2, 3, 6, 7)

d (5,8,10, 11, 15).

Also implement the simplified function using univesal gates

only..

2. A~tempt any four parts of the following: (Sx4=20)

(a) Subtract 68 from 61 using BCD. Show ali the steps.



ing Full Subtractor. _- -

~ .

.go.a 3-bit magnitude ~=:;:==:==
a full adderusin

~ ..:._B,C)=L(O,I,6

-_ .:...:.B, C) = L (1, 2,

_- binational circuit is ~=-=. _-' e following Boolean, :

- -.; ns. Design circ oder and external

.-~- ==-BC+AC

'~-'=A 13C+AC.

---- is the difference be

.=: . basic latch operation .

_ a latch.and a flip-flop?

erformed by NOT gates?

Cf) Draw waveforms to illustrate how a s~rialbinary number

1011 is loaded into a shift register.



(a) With the he f figure explain the operation of a bipolar

SRAM cell an _ as SRAM cell.

, (b) Explain basi semlCOll,ductormemory organization with the

help or ~::::

(c) orking of dual slope ADC,

(d) Exp ain t1i operatio ofbasic sample and hold circuit. Also

r sta e' ~ .. antages and applications of sample and hold

(1) Derive an

step an

Attempt any four ,

:he response of low pass RC circuit to

SIfiUS{)l='cu'llwaveforms.

is of the following:

a PLL, defme :(a) Wi

(i)

vi)

(b) erting regenerative comparator shown in

Fig., c ate tripping voltages. Assume Vsat = ± 12 V

lOOOkQ



(c) Design a monostable for a pulse width of 10 ms by using

IC 555.

(d) Explain the working ofIC 555 as an astable multivibrator

with neat diagram.

(e) Design an adjustable voltage regulator using IC 7805 to·

give variabl~ output voltage from +5 V to +8 V with

~=1A.

(f) Draw the diagram of series and shunt regulators and explain
.;

the working.


